
1. 21066 Inlet tube / 20292-62 Flush tube / 21065 Bellow

A.
Lift the flush cap (1)
up with your finger.

B.
Push cylinder (2) down 
and turn it to the left to 
take it out. After this,
the bellow cap (3) and 
housing (4) can be taken 
out.

2.
3.

1.

C.

4.

Inside view,
nozzle (5) has 
to be taken out.
Can be pulled
down.

5.

D.

6.

7.

Bring nozzle back 
into the hole and 
press it up (you will
hear a click).Note :
Rib on nozzle has to go 
through the hole, to the 
inside of the toilet bowl.

Push housing
in by hand

Turn the lug (1)
on the housing,
against the lug (2)
on the actual
Cassette toilet. 

1.

2.

Inlet tube (6), 
Flush tube (7) or
Bellow (8) can now
be replaced

6.

8.

7.

Note : Inlet tube and Flush tube can easily be replaced by pulling of the part and press the new part on.
           For replacing the Bellow see following instructions.

Bellow is fitted
into the housing
with PTI (kind of
kit). Depress bellow
firmly loose (1) and 
pull it out (2). 

When placing the new
bellow, hold the parts
in position as on the
photo. Lug on the housing 
has to be on the right side.

Lug

Press the bellow
into the housing and,
assemble inlet tube and
flush tube.

Cylinder can only
be pressed in one
way (single rib has
to face the backside
of the toilet).

2 x double rib

single rib

E.

Rib

Rib inside

Toilet bowl



2. 20291-62 Flush mechanism

A.
Lift the flush cap (1)
up with your finger.

B.
Flush mechanism
can be pulled out
by hand.

Inside view,
nozzle (2) has 
to be taken out.
Can be pulled
down.

C.

F. and turn it to the right.

Bring nozzle from new
flush mechanism back 
into the hole and press
it up (you will hear 
a click). Note : Rib on
nozzle has to go through
the hole, to the inside of
the toilet bowl.

Turn the lug (1)
on the housing,
against the lug (2)
on the actual
Cassette toilet. 

D.

1.

2.

Push in
by hand

1.

2.
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